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2012-09-10 scrum call

Attending

Marie
Benn
Scott
Heather

Items covered for this sprint

jira tickets listed here

Scruminess

What have you done since the previous call?
Marie: worked on the redirects and sidebar; the redirects are more complicated than expected (known cake bug) and is using hidden 
fields instead
Benn: created a list of what we need to do to get account linking working for the demo at the I2FMM12
Scott: started working on the delete for the grouper work;

What are you planning to do between now and the next call?
Marie: will continue to work on redirects, but uncertain how much more time to put in to it; general thought is that working through with 
the hidden fields is probably the way to go at this point, but should put up the fix in one controller on coriander so group can test
Benn: need to review demo (will talk to HF Tuesday morning)
Scott: grouper

Any impediments/stumbling blocks?
Marie: may need time w/ Benn on the redirect problem
Benn: need to know what we're doing for the demo
Scott: grouper questions (covered on this call)

Scott's grouper questions:

edit the model and add as necessary

2012-09-12 scrum call

Attending

Marie
Benn
Heather

Items covered for this sprint

jira tickets listed here



1.  
2.  
3.  

Scruminess

What have you done since the previous call?
Marie: worked on CO-438; simplified the proposed redirect solution and it is up on coriander for review (see diff also)
Benn: started working on CO-402 (prereq to get account linking working); still aiming for getting account linking done before I2FMM12

What are you planning to do between now and the next call?
Marie: apply redirect solution to the other controllers (if code review is good)
Benn: continue working CO-402

Any impediments/stumbling blocks?
Marie: no
Benn: no

Other notes:
Cake has a mechanism for handling sidebars in 2.2 which might be useful
Do we do a full .7 release for I2FMM12?

2012-09-14 dev call

Attending

Heather
Benn
Marie

Items covered for this sprint

jira tickets listed here

Scruminess

What have you done since the previous call?
Benn - still working on CO-402
Marie - made the changes Benn suggestions; diff sent out and files uploaded to coriander

What are you planning to do between now and the next call?
Benn - finish up CO-402
Marie - next steps dependent on outcome of feedback

Any impediments/stumbling blocks?
Benn - physical injury
Marie - waiting on feedback to changes (to discuss on Dev part of call)

Dev business

naming scheme for variables
the variable in question is the one added to the model or controller; there is no specific standard, but generally variables should be 
readable and understandable and ok if they are a little bit longer

CO-438 discussion
see email thread to comanage-dev from Marie starting 10-Sep-2012 @ 11:53
punch list for ticket:

need tabified view for CO org people and edit tabs out of CO Person Roles ( );https://coriander.phys.uwm.edu/gears/co_person_roles/edit/1/co:1
deleting an email address doesn't take you back to the same tab (but it should);
this view  vs that view https://coriander.phys.uwm.edu/gears/org_identities/edit/1/co:1/tab:email https://coriander.phys.uwm.edu/gears/co_people

 (make the CO Person bar like the CO Org Person bars/edit/1/co:1/tab:email

Keep the tiger stripes
Keep the vertical white line
The CO people groups tab requires the pencil icon

https://coriander.phys.uwm.edu/gears/co_person_roles/edit/1/co:1
https://coriander.phys.uwm.edu/gears/org_identities/edit/1/co:1/tab:email
https://coriander.phys.uwm.edu/gears/co_people/edit/1/co:1/tab:email
https://coriander.phys.uwm.edu/gears/co_people/edit/1/co:1/tab:email
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